The Student Council of the Missouri University of Science and Technology

2324R2 – Resolution Advocating for the Inclusion of Student Artwork in the New Pedestrian Underpass

WHEREAS, student murals have been a longstanding tradition for the previous pedestrian underpass; and

WHEREAS, the Student Body has lost multiple displays of artistic expression prior to the demolition of the existing pedestrian underpass; and

WHEREAS, student murals serve as powerful mediums for student expression, through representation of constituents of student organizations or through meaningful artistic composition; and

WHEREAS, the neglect of student artistic inclusion in the design process undermines the spirit of student involvement and diminishes the unique character of the campus environment,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Missouri University of Science and Technology Student Body urges the University to reconsider their exclusion of student-designed artwork for the new pedestrian underpass and actively pursue the inclusion of student artwork as an integral component of its design; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that if the University deems student artistic inclusion unfeasible within the pedestrian underpass, a suitable alternative locale be provided for student artwork in a prominent place on campus.

Respectfully Submitted,
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Introduced on the 19th of March, 2024, by Aiden Adams.

Approved by a margin of 77 in favor, 3 against on the 9th of April, 2024.
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